EU DECLARATION of CONFORMITY
for
AcousticDesign Loudspeakers - Ceiling Mount

Model AD-C4T, AD-C4T-LP, AD-C6T, AD-C6T-LP, AD-C42T, AD-CI52T, AD-CI52ST, AD-C81Tw, AD-C820, AD-C821 and AD-C1200

QSC, LLC declares as its responsibility that the above named products are in compliance with the Council Directive 2011/65/EU on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous substances in electrical and electronic equipment.

Manufacturer:  QSC, LLC
1675 MacArthur Blvd.
Costa Mesa, CA, 92626
USA

Signature:  

__________________________  
Jatan Shah  
Chief Operating Officer

Signature:  

__________________________  
Bernadette Tjon-Cheng-On  
Sr. Regulatory Compliance Engineer

Date:  June 9, 2016